A Blooming Success

By LINDA O'CONNOR

Several students did not like the policy of having to pay an extra $100 for a service they may not sign up for. Several students on meal plans to cover start-up costs. A $100 increase in dining contracts will be assessed to all students responding rejected the idea of three meals a day, which are served Monday through Friday as well as new 14 plans to more precisely define the programs offered. The reports recommend the keeping of confidential records. The students' actions did not violate any major aspect of the guidelines:

- The reception area of the student's act as they do not want to face the Crimson Saturday.

By RANDALL LANE

Approved by a vote of 554-145, 7 students for an extra $100 for a service they may not sign up for. The petitioned nomination of Kors and Teune because of her commitment to the needs of the black community. Under my administration the BSL is no longer a light-weight organization. Before coming to the University, Anderson spent 24 years at Sterns Anderson was brought to the University from his position next Tuesday to ac- cept a position with the University of Illinois. Anderson was thrown into theKeeping of confidential records.
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# Off the Wire

Today's news compiled from Associated Press dispatches

## Briefs

### International

U.S.S.R. releases son of dissident

FRANKFURT, West Germany - Soviet authorities have released Alexander Solzhenitsyn, 31, a dissident lawyer, and his 15-year-old son, Andrei, after a two-year imprisonment in the U.S.S.R. The dissident, who was arrested in 1983, was released without trial in the U.S.S.R., two official sources said today.

---

### National

Deaver pleads innocent to charges

WASHINGTON — Former White House aide Michael Deaver pleaded not guilty yesterday to charges that he conspired with his former boss, President Reagan, to conceal a $900,000 stock gain.

---

Reagan confronted by sixth grader

COLUMBIA, Mo. — President Reagan said yesterday that his administration had no regrets about the Iran-contra affair and that his main concern was to work for the peace of the Middle East.

## Philadelphia

### News

**Police: man chained women in cellar**

Philadelphia police detectives and National Guard officials found a man who was charged withRemote Voice Monitoring

Philadelphia detectives are using Remote Voice Monitoring to catch a suspect in the murder of a woman who was found chained in her basement. The suspect is believed to have left the scene of the crime and is currently on the loose. Police are urging anyone who may have seen or heard anything suspicious to contact the police department immediately.

---

### Reader's Opinion

**Finch, Anyway?**

By Mark Twain, when Huck reminds his friend Tom that he is going to jump overboard and escape, Tom replies, "You heave your cat after 'em, Huck." Twain comments, "Well, I don't think many people would agree with Huck's opinion of the cat."

---

### Business

**New budget plan includes tax increases**

WASHINGTON — The chairman of the Senate Budget Committee announced today that the budget plan calls for an increase of $37 billion over last year, with $1 trillion budget for the next fiscal year.

---

### Sports

**Gary Heidnik arrested in slaying of woman**

PHILADELPHIA - A man accused of a slaying last year in Philadelphia's west end pleaded not guilty yesterday to charges of murdering a woman in her home.

---

### Entertainment

**Flaming debris from the shattered rocket and卫星 destroyed highs around 60.**

Off-course rocket, satellite destroyed by radio signal 51 seconds after it lifted off with an explosive payload.

---

### Other

**Flaming debris from the shattered rocket and satellite destroyed highs around 60.**

A NASA videotape clearly showed a lightning strike to the rocket's onboard computer system at the time of the explosion, causing extensive damage to the satellite.

---

**Michael Deaver pleaded innocent yesterday to charges that he conspired with his former boss, President Reagan, to conceal a $900,000 stock gain.**

---
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Ehrlichman: from the White House to prison

D.P.: Do you think Reagan's Iran policy would have been a success if he hadn't become publicly implicated?

Ehrlichman: The Iran initiative with relations to China was a great success. It has many ways, similar to the American policy of foreign relations, uncounted secret, conducted by the National Security Council staff— all of these similarities, one of the major differences being that the president didn't have the opportunity to announce in succession, the difference between people to each other, that what you have is there, not as obviously in the open view. So, I can't be said that it is appropriate to apply justice of a higher court.

D.P.: I don't think a practical matter that that the Nixon administration is being characterized these days as one which put aside human rights issues or ethical issues without a moral consideration. And then you get a group of people coming in to do the Reagan revolution. And then you have this pro-

Ehrlichman: I don't like the idea of doing business with the khan. I have a lot of trouble with that. I particularly don't like the idea of entertaining, if we had somebody, and what do you make of this idea below before I have any chance of dealing with foreign affairs. Ronald Reagan simply had but not that kind of experience.

D.P.: What about the Iran situation? How docs it differ?

Ehrlichman: What happened is a long story, but in the context, it was a return to doing what works, or has it just been a shifting of the emphasis that existed around the world — a kind of curious fact of life. But you have the right-wing weens when you have liberals in office too. They tend to br-

Ehrlichman: Better people.

D.P.: But that's what you were doing above any considerations you might have had?

Ehrlichman: I don't know if "worst" is the right word though. I don't think the arrangements that existed around the world — that one of the problems with the administrations which are there, it was very important that I visit with the chair-

Ehrlichman: I don't think you can go beyond the law, but the president has certain prerogatives as con-

D.P.: That was illegal?

Ehrlichman: That it violated the Nixon administration.

D.P.: So conceivably, the arms sales might not have been done through normal channels, through the State Depart-

Ehrlichman: I don't think the line can't be drawn in advance. I don't think we can use civil and when we name people, you're going to name people. But because of the nature of things a government is in secrets, and the way the legal is in the law of this even in the American mind. It probably had a half life. I don't think you say that the secrecy, to happen-

Ehrlichman: The thing I tried to say tonight is that there were some real differences between this episode and that which I've read in The Daily Pennsylvanian's present context of Watergate at all. I think it's just a convenient

D.P.: As far as the impeachment — should it have been considered the fact that you were the president of the
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The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity

Congratulate our new brothers:

Andrew A. Bassock
David B. Brous
Garry B. Coan
Jeffrey S. Cohen
Howard A. Cutler
Michael E. Fein
Matthew S. Friedman
Lawrence D. Jacobs
Andrew S. Janower
Russell A. Kern
Jeffrey A. Kolitch
Matthew A. Leaf
Robert E. Miller
John L. Montag
William J. Passer
Craig A. Richman
Seth R. Segel
Adam C. Shapiro
Dean R. Scherfin
Jeffrey A. Weissman
Douglas W. Whitman
Stephen D. Wivott
Michael L. Wolfe
David L. Yas

Fraternity leadership conference Saturday

The first annual Greek Leadership Conference will be held at the Penn Museum, March 28-29. Following a Friday evening session, the Friday night events will be planned and coordinated by the Interfraternity Council awards banquet. Greek Leaders will then work through the weekend, with information and activities to be shared with their fraternities. The conference will cover all aspects of entrepreneurship, including benefits, tips, and advice on what you need to get started." Action said.

Many fraternities will be targeted towards students and faculty and any aspiring entrepreneurs. The Conference will be open to graduate students and any interested student who would like to be part of the program. The price is $50 for students. Registration is from 7:30 to 9:00 a.m.

Multi-media show to focus on country's poor

The Political Participation Center will present a multi-media show focusing on America from the perspective of an outsider — Julian Babb, a native of Denmark, came to the United States to get a detailed view of American society, according to PFC manager Nancy Trafton. One of his comments was "What is the truth of America?" He was able to see the problems through the eyes of the media. The show will be on display at a new theater to be built on the University campus.

Conference tomorrow for entrepreneurs

Deciding to go on your own will be the theme of Saturday's Entrepreneur-Minor Atlantic Conference on Entrepreneurship. The conference, sponsored by the Student Council's Entrepreneurial Alliance, will feature two keynote speakers: James McAnear, chairman of the Board of Unified Systems, and Barbara Roberts, president of Roberts and Company. There will also be four "instant sessions" to which participants can go to attend workshops. The participants will cover "all aspects of entrepreneurial activity," according to details about the structure, tips and advice on what you need to get started. Action said.

Men's basketball game against the Bears was a sellout for the third straight game. The game was among the most lopsided in recent years, with a halftime score of 67-23 in favor of the Bears. The final score was 79-27. A record crowd of 3,400 fans turned out to watch the game.
Students picked up the guide for courses

At JAY BEGUN

Two undergraduate course guides were distributed this week to serve as a guide for the new semester.

The Undergraduate Course Guide is a product of the Undergraduate Course Committee, and provides students with a comprehensive guide to courses available for the new semester.

The Undergraduate Guide includes course descriptions, prerequisites, and contact information for each course. It also includes student input and feedback from previous semesters.

The other undergraduate guide, the Undergraduate Course Guide, is a guide for the new semester and includes course descriptions, course requirements, and contact information for each course.

The Undergraduate Course Guide is available for pickup at the Undergraduate Office, 327 S. 15th Street, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Letters to the Editor

Student Interests Raise Questions About Labs

To the Editor:

After four years, I felt that there was very little that the school could do to shock anymore. I was already resigned. As a resident student in a dormitory, I am ambivalent and doubtful of the ability for us to become the kind of people we are. Students and teachers are worried about the possibility of the laboratories and the safety of students. It is true that the University administration has a deep concern for the safety and well being of all University students. However, the SCS is not convinced that the administration has made the necessary efforts to back up their words with action. For example, it has been promised that the laboratory conditions would be improved over the summer so that we can all be safer. It is too easy at Penn for administrative security consultant would be hired by February 1, 1987 to make student leaders who belong to groups which have shown significant improvements. The SCS hopes to make students feel safe without the need for administrative investigation. Security on the street and think about what if it had happened in New York University community in the form of columns and letters to the 4015 Walnut Street. Phatdei...
Jewish voices

By DEBRA JACOBY

Arbel is an acapella standing for "Love, Jewish Belt." or "Hillel Belts." However, at the 1987 Spring Concert, the Saturday of Spring Break, Hillel will be featuring the only college-age Jewish choir in Philadelphia, Arbel. It is the only college-age Jewish choir in Philadelphia, and they will be featuring the only college-age Jewish choir in Philadelphia. At the end of this year, Cantor Sheldon Levin, director of Hillel, will be leaving at the end of this year. Therefore, the only college-age Jewish choir in Philadelphia, Arbel, will be honoring the only college-age Jewish choir in Philadelphia, Arbel, at the end of this year. Cantor Sheldon Levin, director of Hillel, will be leaving at the end of this year.

Arbel was formed 14 years ago by Rabbi Morris Levine, director of Hillel, who will be leaving at the end of this year. Today, Arbel, along with Levin, will be arranging a variety of Jewish music in order to hear more choral Jewish and Chazzanut. Levin holds degrees in opera, choral conducting, Hebrew, and Chazzanut.

Careful listeners may hear a few favorites from Hillel services in mildly joyful ones or the only ones you can earn and gain valuable experience with. If you can program in COBOL, you can earn and gain valuable experience with CONTINENTAL INSURANCE.

GRAND ARENA UPDATE

Number applied for the Arena: 1096 groups
Number of Single applicants: 411
Number of Groups of Two: 357
Number of Groups of Three: 53
Number of Groups of Four: 275

Beginning March 30, lists of available rooms will be at the following reception desks: High Rises, McClelland, English House, Hill, and Assignments Office.

You will receive your ticket with your lottery number by March 31. Off-Campus students should pick up their tickets on March 31 in the Assignments Office (9-5).

Earn $150-$180 A Week

If you can program in COBOL, you can earn and gain valuable experience with CONTINENTAL INSURANCE.

EXCELLENT PART-TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE

at our new office in the University City Science Center 34th & Market Streets

For additional information contact: Bill Walton

Continental Insurance Systems Division
3501 State Highway 66
Neptune, NJ 07753

Or, call COLLECT: (201) 922-5680

Turn your favorite picture into a breathtaking 12 by 18-inch framed print by Kodak's own labs. Offer Expires April 22nd

THE BOOK STORE
3729 Locust Walk
898-7595

Save on the bigger look of Personal Posters by Kodak.

We support a student's right of conscience not to harm living creatures in scientific and medical studies. If you do choose, please contact us!

We support a student's right of conscience not to harm living creatures in scientific and medical studies. If you do choose, please contact us!

CHARBROILED
Chicken Breast
Platter
Vegetables, Salad,
Bread & Butter
$6.99

LINGUINI & SHRIMP
Salad & Garlic Bread
$6.99

THINNING HAIR?

Ask an INTUITION

Consultant to find out

HARRY'S
SALON
3025 WALNUT STREET / 389-5195
PRE-REGISTRATION IS MONDAY!

Come pick up course description at:

THE MAJORS/COURSE FAIR

Today, March 27

11:00 - 2:00
Locust Walk

Raindate - March 30th

Sponsored by the Student Committee on Undergraduate Education (SCUE)

WELCOME TO

HIGH RISE

Restaurant Bar & Pizza

FRIDAY DINNER SPECIAL

* Fettucine Alfredo

W/LINGHINE AND FRESH SHRIMP

BREAD & BUTTER ONLY $3.75

* SHISHKEBob

SKEWER OF BEEF MARINATED AND BROILED

OVER CHARCOAL, SERVED W/RICE PILAF, MIXED GREEK VEGETABLES AND PITA BREAD ONLY $5.50

556E-1141

35th & Chestnut

11 A.M. - 2 A.M.

ATTENTION

Warton, Engineering, Nursing and College Undergraduates

NEW PRE-REGISTRATION PROCEDURES ARE IN EFFECT
FOR EVENING COURSES THROUGH
THE COLLEGE OF GENERAL STUDIES

Effective March 30, you must come to the CGS office to pre-register for an evening course. You will no longer be able to pre-register through your home school.

There are a limited number of spaces reserved for you in all evening classes. BOST you must come to 210 Logan Hall between March 30 and April 4 to get a permit stamp. You will then be assured of a place in the course (by) of your choice.

If you do not pre-register, you will have to wait until Monday, September 14, to attempt to register for an evening class. Don’t be closed out if you know you need a class through CGS. Pre-register now.

For more information contact the College of General Studies at 898-1147.

SUMMER DISCOUNT FARE

APRIL, MAY DEPARTURE

Japan to Japan

FROM

Philadelphia

Canadian Pacific

Northwest Orient

JAPANESE AIRLINE

$1.00 OFF

ANY LARGE PIZZA

Allegro Pizza

Exp. 3/30/87
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Summer Discount Fare

April, May Departure

Japan to Japan

From Philadelphia

Canadian Pacific

Northwest Orient

JAPANESE AIRLINE

$1.00 OFF

Any Large Pizza

Allegro Pizza

Exp. 3/30/87

Reagan lambasted for Central America policy

By BENNY NOTZ

Political science professor and author James Perles called the Nicaraguan regime a new example of Central American development in speech yesterday.

According to Perles, Nicaragua represents a "revolutionary alternative" to the traditional developmental models that is working in harmony with the welfare state.

Perles, author of 14 books and numerous articles on Latin America and the Third World, spoke in Houston Hall as part of Central America Week.

Also speaking as part of Central America Week, author Philip Bourman drew upon his experiences living in Central America to launch President Reagan’s anti-policies, as did El Salvadoran native Yvonne Chacon.

Before approximately 45 people, perles explained that the "growing concern" of the two models of development present in Central America between the 1950’s and the 1970’s—Costa Rica’s dependence on U.S. aid and influence and Nicaragua’s own development without U.S. aid—"can be seen in Nicaragua.

The visiting professor at Haverford College discussed the negative effect of American aid and influence on Guatemala and Costa Rica, and the revolutionary alternative offered by Nicaragua.

"It’s not that Nicaragua has all the answers but that it poses a different concept of what democracy is all about," Perles said, adding that the revolution is available not only to Central America, but for Israel and Argentina as well.

Central American dependence upon the United States is no longer an ex- ample as in the last three decades, a situation that the Reagan administration wishes to change.

The economic policies designed with U.S. security in mind and "no economic aid policies because it is aimed at sup- pression of strong, but once it is cut the leaders will be forced to "pay atten- tion to the needs of the people and pressured to negotiate," Chacon said.

According to Berryman, three-quarters of the American aid sent to El Salvador, Honduras and Costa Rica is in the form of Economic Sup- port Funds designed with U.S. security in mind and "no economic aid policies because it is aimed at sup- pression of strong governments," Berryman said.

Berryman railed out against the "political blackmail" inflicted on Costa Rica by the Reagan administration’s offer "to finance" the El Salvadoran government a sense of strength, but once it is cut the leaders will be forced to "pay atten- tion to the needs of the people and pressured to negotiate," Chacon said.

Before about 25 people, he said that the "overriding concern of the government is to promote strong governments that are regarded as "useful" for the U.S. security purposes."
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Sit-in said to be only technical violation

(Continued from page 1)
tions of the vice provost or delegate as it is itself a violation of the guidelines."

On April 5, 1969, eight members of the Penn Anti-A
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ly occupied Hecker's office for five

hours, demanding that the president ask the Trustee De

maine Committee to address the issue of the sit-in and at its meeting the

following day. The Trustees refused to place a prov

Committee asked the demonstrators to leave the president's

office, but the students did not obey his order.

The eight demonstrators were College sophomores

Dean DeLaura, College junior Mary Downes, College

sophomore Wayne Gla\n
sophomore Jeff Jenkins, College junior Pedro Raff, College junior

Edward White and College junior Harold Wages.
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American Dreams... American Reality. American Pictures is a multimedia show with narration, music, interviews, and over 3,000 pictures of American life. Many of these pictures have never been exposed to Jacob Holdt. A unique opportunity to participate in a clinical study of a new medication.

If you are planning to have one or more WISDOM TEETH EXTRACTED and you are in good general health, you may be eligible to participate in a clinical study of a new medication.

Participants receive $100.00 For more information call 898-5170 General Clinical Research Center School of Dental Medicine.
Bicultural heritage remains a focus of the 1987 Pappas Fellow in Residence, Eric Schaeffer, former CBS news correspondent and author of "Television Journalism and Modern Culture." The Forum will be held in the Annenberg School on Monday, March 30, at 4:00 p.m.

For more information call (215) 898-6871.

BSL run-off (Continued from page 1) Everyone is agreed on the fact that, regardless of the election turnout, the general goal was best exemplified by a conversation with my opponent for unifying the candidates on ideological levels rather than address the candidates' platforms.

M. Lacrosse

(Continued from back page) Current BSL Treasurer Rhonda Banks was elected recording secretary; and Melissa Moody was elected parliamentarian. Garrick Francis was elected UMC secretary; and Melissa Moody was elected UMC treasurer.

Open Expression Committee member Philip Rosenzweig said last night that the committee can not judge the severity of an infraction of the problem, but can only rule on whether a violation was committed. "Sometimes we do try to come to an agreement on rules and we can't say what is a small or big violation," he said.

Note Special Times

MONDAY, MARCH 30 4:00-5:15 p.m.

Harrison Auditorium University Museum (33rd Street Entrance—Across from the Hospitals) University of Pennsylvania

PENN’S COLLEGES HOMES AND LIVING-LEARNING PROGRAMS WELCOME

ED BRADLEY

CBS ‘60 MINUTES’ CORRESPONDENT AND 1987 PAPPAS FELLOW IN RESIDENCE

You are cordially invited to hear Eric Schaeffer speak on "Television Journalism and Modern Culture." The Forum will be held in the Annenberg School on Monday, March 30, at 4:00 p.m.

For more information call (215) 898-6871.

Eigo said. "We just can't beat ourselves.

Words spoken by a person with a sound deaf, not a veiled head.

Retention Dates: Graf Towers, April 7th Mayer Hall, April 1st Law Dorms, April 17th

For more information contact the Assignment Office, 898-6271 or North Campus Office, 898-6871
DOOR-TO-DOOR SLIDE PROCESSING
KODAK Processing Mailers for Slides

What could be more convenient! KODAK Processing Mailers bringing quality color processing by Kodak as close as your nearest mailbox. That saves you time and energy.

Just place your exposed color slide film in a KODAK Processing Mailer, add postage, and drop in a mailbox. Your finished slides are returned to you by mail. What could be easier.

Stop in and pick up some KODAK Processing Mailers for your slide film.

PK-24 (24 exp) $4.19
PK 36 (36 exp) $5.54

3729 Locust Walk 898-7595

Classified Ads

Place your classifieds at the D.P. office: 4015 Walnut Street, 2nd floor. Cost: 25¢ per word, Daytime: 3 p.m. Two days before publication.

APARTMENTS

many newly renovated
all sizes available for
june or september

CAMPUS APARTMENTS
4043 walnut street
call 382-1300
open week nights, Sat. & Sun.
by appointment only

40th and Walnut • 41st and Spruce • 41st and Pine • 41st and Chester • other convenient locations

W. Lacrosse beats West Chester, 10-9

by BRIAN APPEL

Question: should a team with a 6-4 record, two losses against tough opponents, or should they be considered the same.
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Question: should a team with a 6-4 record, two losses against tough opponents, or should they be considered the same.

No sir, your eyes. This is an important matter to view, namely the Penn sports announcements.

Tony Gress, the associate athletic director, has been named to play Princeton, last year’s Ivy League Champions.

Coming off a 4-2 weekend road trip, Penn is now专题 up against one of the best teams on the East Coast.

“Princeton,” the part that says you can see some young talent, senior captain Julie Price said. “Their one-through-four players are all very, very tough. Each one of them can be number one. It’s going to be a tough match even though I think all of our players are playing their best.

Penn had the benefit of playing at home, and is also fortunate to have all its players. Junior Leslie Simon pulled her hamstring at their test in this, the Ivy League season, and they won’t be able to play up to its full potential to do so.

“Unlike last weekend, we can’t play any better,” other assistant Virginia Christian said. “This week, we’re going into a situation where they gave us a victory.

So how do we play at home,” Christian said. “They really fight. We have a little more free time than the rest of the team, but every time that you go to themy classroom, you learn something new.”

At Princeton, the hosts will try to even their overall match before they have shown their best in previous years. Yes, they have the talent to win it, or at least top the Ivy Division.

W. Tennis vs. Princeton

by BRIAN APPEL

Question: should a team with a 6-4 record, two losses against tough opponents, or should they be considered the same.

W. Tennis vs. Princeton
tomorrow, 1 p.m.

By BRIAN APPEL

Question: should a team with a 6-4 record, two losses against tough opponents, or should they be considered the same.

W. Tennis vs. Princeton (Continued from page 10)

Tennis at Navy; at Princeton

Penn Weekend

(Continued from page 10)

M. Tennis at Navy; at Princeton
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La Salle falls to Southern Mississippi
Poor three-point shooting plagues Explorers in NIT final

New Orleans (AP) - Southern Mississippi guard David Simms scored 17 points and hit two key baskets down the stretch to help the Golden Eagles hold off Saint Mary's 57-56 in the NCAA Tournament.

Simms, who scored 20 points in the second-round win over Oregon, was 5-for-9 from the field and 4-for-4 from the foul line.

Saint Mary's had an 8-0 run with 5:57 left, but Simms hit a 3-pointer and hit a free throw after a foul with 1:12 left to give Southern Mississippi a 55-54 lead.

It was a gutsy win for the Golden Eagles, who are making their third NCAA appearance in four seasons.

"We just wanted to try to get a stop," Simms said. "That's what we were talking in the huddle, trying to get a stop and then try to make a couple shots down the stretch.

"We haven't had a lot of time to practice. We've got a lot of new faces. But we just wanted to try to get a stop, get the ball back and try to make a couple shots down the stretch."
M. Lacrosse out for revenge
Red-hot Quakers not overconfident for Crimson

Kevin Nickles and the Quakers hope to avenge last year’s loss to Harvard when they face the Crimson tomorrow.

Kevin Nickles and the Quakers hope to avenge last year’s loss to Harvard when they face the Crimson tomorrow.

But no matter what the weather, Penn expects to be ready to renew its rivalry with Princeton.

Algerio, who had the Quakers’ only two hits last game, up in the batting order.

B. RACHEL DUBOY

W. Lacrosse drops West Chester, 10-9

Goalie DiDomizio saves day as Penn squeaks by Rams

Pemberton's Deb Blake (left) gets West Chester defender Bill Schobert in the Quakers' 18-6 win last night.

Procedure ruled 24 of the shots taken at key, despite West Chester's Kerr's superb play.

TheArby

Mike DiDomizio has been very good thus far, but he's not been bad in the field either.

He's scored 10 goals and added 12 assists in 15 games.

The 20th-ranked team won 10-9 last weekend over the 14th-ranked Rams.

Pemberton's Deb Blake (left) gets West Chester defender Bill Schobert in the Quakers' 18-6 win last night.

Pemberton's Deb Blake (left) gets West Chester defender Bill Schobert in the Quakers' 18-6 win last night.

M. Track ready for Ivy
Champion Princeton

PENN needs strong effort from field competitors to upset strong tiger squad

The Penn men's track team remains confident that it can upset Princeton tomorrow (Franklin Field, 10:00 a.m.), the Quakers will be considered underdogs.

The distance events are one area in which Penn expects to do well.

But Pemberton's Deb Blake (left) gets West Chester defender Bill Schobert in the Quakers' 18-6 win last night.
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But Pemberton's Deb Blake (left) gets West Chester defender Bill Schobert in the Quakers' 18-6 win last night.